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THE COMPRESSIBLE LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAY EL_ WITH HEAT TRANSFER AND

PRESSURE G}_ADLENT 1, 2

By CLAUENC_':B. COH1'_Nand EH R_:.sm_'rKo

ARBITRARY

SUMMARY

-/In appro/mate method .for H_e calculation qf the com-

p:,¢',_,sible laminar boundary layer whh heat transJer and
arbitrary pressure gradient, ba,_ed on Thwaites' correlation

concept, is presented. Th,e method results from the application

o/-_._tewartson',_ tran.@)rmaiion to Prandt!'._ equation,% which

yields a nonlbiear ._,et qf two fir,_t-order d'_[ferential equation,_.

These equations are th,en expres._ed in term._ qf dime,,_,_ionles,_

paranwlcrs rdated to the walt M_,ear, the ._u_:facc heat O,ansj'cr,
and the transformed: frce-._'tr_am velocity. Thwaites' concept

of the unique interdependence Of these parameter._ is assumed,

77_e evaluation of these quanliHes i_¢then carried out bg utilizin 9

exact solutions recently obtained.

With the resulting relations, methods ere derb'ed fi)r the

calculation of the two-dimensional and axially symmetric

laminar boundary layer with arbitrary fi'ee-stream velocity

distribution, _]lach number, and surface temperature level.

The coTnbined <ffect of heat transfer and pressure gradient

is demonstrated by applying the method to calculate the char-

acteristics of the boundary layer on thin supersonic surfaces

and in a highly cooled, convergent-divergent, axially symmetric
rocket nozzle.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, with the advent of laminar airfoils and
with the observation of laminar boundary layem at Reynolds

numbers as high as 50X 108 (ref. 2), the ability to reliably
estimate viscous flow and heat-transfer effects for a laminar

boundary layer has become increasingly important. More-

over, with high-altitude flight, becoming more common, the
subsequent lower Reynolds numbers encountered should

more frequently produce a laminar boundary layer. Sta-
bility calculations based on the theory of Lees and Lin

(ref. 3) have also emphasized the possibilities of maintaining

a laminar boundary layer through cooling of aerodynamic
surfaces. The effect of favorab!e pressure gradients in

increasing the stability of laminar boundary layers may

also make solutions to the laminar problem applicable to

the design of nozzles and turbine blades.

Solutions of the laminar-boundary-layer eqm/.tions th,,

ine'ude effects of compressibility, pressure gradient, and

heat, transfer have been quite limited in number. Of the

exact solutions, most have restrictions of range or appliea-
tioj b or both. The solutions of references 4 and 5 are re-

stricted lo zero pressure gradient, wb.;le those of r,derence 6

allow small IWCSsw:e gradients. The (tevelopnw_,ts of refer-
enee 7 are restricted to small heat iv'msfer ai_.d low Mach

number. Solutions obtained by assm, ning that ttuid proper-

ties are constant m' that the Math numl)er is essentially zero
are obtained in references 8 (o 10. Those solutions of

refevenc, es tl to 13 that are for a Prandtl number of I are

not restricted in range of compressibility, pressure gradient,

or heat, transfer, tIowever, they apply to specific types of

free-stream velocity d istrib,,_tion that are inapproprixte for

general praet.ical l.)wblen_s.

In 1921, yon K&'mfin (ref. !4) recognized that to solve the

skin-friction problem it. was not necessary to have the, exact

and complicated solution, but that it, wmfld be quite satis-

factory to evaluate average quantities across the layer if

they eouhl be related to the surface values. The concepts

of displacement and momentmn tlficknesses were intro,tuced,

thus considerably simplifying the m,'_thematies of the prob-

lem. With this integral method, if the form of the vel(Mty

profile is related to a single parameter, a method of calculat-

ing the boundary layer is obtained. Pohlhausen (ref. 15)

carried out this method by postul Ming a quartic velocity

profile depending np,_n the local pressure gradim)t. A nmv,-

ber of investigators have extended Pohihausen's method to

compressible flows over insulated surfaces.

With the presence of heat transfer at the surface, the com-

pressible problem becomes more complex. Kalikhman (ref.
16) defined certain heat-flow quantities analogous to the

displacement and momentum thicknesses and, in a nmnner
similar to Pohlhausen's, developed a complex iterative

procedure for l]le solutioh of the general problem. More

recently, references 17 to 20 have further developed this

technique. The preceding methods are tedious, since they

require a s(,lutio,_ of at. 1,,ast one ordinary differential equa-

tion for any particult_r problem.

Thwai/es' method (ref. 21) does not require the solution of

ordiltary difi'erential equations. In that formulation, it is

suggested lhat the basic g()al of an irategral approa, ch might
be achieved if the probh'm is considered as d_.at of relating

the waU shear, its ,<_rn,,,ti derivative at the wail, and the

form factor (ratio of displacement thickness) to one another

witho_lt-q)('ci@ing a type of profile. To this end, nondimension-

al forms of ti_ese q,:antities were defined and were evaluated

I Sup2rsedes NrACA TN 3326, "The Compr,_ssible Laminar Boundary Layvr with IIoat Trm_sfcr arm Arbitrary Prcssm'e Or:Mica(," by Clarence B. Cohen and Eli llci_hotko, 1955.

) The priv, clpal devell)l)monts _)f this paper, wiiich is part of tilt, doctoral dissertation of the 5,.nior author (rift. 1), , ,.r'_, _:rri;_d (;!it lit\tier tile S[iIIILltls llll(i _.u!dan('e el ProIe._srw Llligi

Croeco and the sponsorship of the Danie! and Ftorenee Guggenheim Foundatlort. The final analysis and tl-_ compute:lions a e,o c_mp]e_vd :it the NACA Lewis laboratory
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-, _,._.hih_' exm'_ soluliolls for the ineompvessilfie, lamhu_r
_::_,[_,_>" l,.ver. It d(,veloped thgt a nearly universlfl
:,,_t>:_ twi_ied bc:twcen these quantities for fiworabh,
,,:, -,_rt, gl',dielits, and for adverse pressure gradients

• " ,,._ representative relation. A unique'i ) :t t;i_,_'. _ ...t,lt,(,I('d a slllL-.lo

...._,.Inli-n wv..a(.hoseli Ilml reduced the solulion of a.n incom-

p:,-.:,Aido lm_bh'm to the evahudion of _ single integral, a
ibul and (h'abtree (ref. 23) recognized that, in the absence

,.f i:__,.l Ira)l_:f('r and with a Prandtl number of 1, the Illing-
,,,.,,_L.,._h,_vnrlson (.orrehdion between compressible and

,_,._,v.,q_rc:_sil_h,boundary-layer solutions (ref. 24) eouhl be
u.,,,: _ to e_,deiid Thwaites' metlmd to iiwlude effects of

• .,i,:pl'cssibitity.
With the presence of hea_ transfer the application of

_, _; nriSOll'_; (ra:llsforlllatiorl does not correlate a given coin-

i_,_..-;ii_le pr.bletn to an equivalent incompressible one.

!'h_>< the Imivel'sa.1 relation previously described is not
:_,!,(ptalo. Ul,_fortunately, there is liitle possibility of
<,.::,l,lishhtg .,!family of universal relations with, for exalnple,
, i ,. _all temperature ll,S the distinDfishing parameter, since a
,,_:i,,tv of exact soluiions to this problenl is not available.

t l,,xxc_er, one such sel of relations may be obtained from the
,-,d.licms of references 11 to 13.

1_ lhe pl'eselH, paper, afler formulation of a nonlinear

,'..._vin of lwo first-order ditt'erenti_d equations (with the
_, ,;,,r i't,striciion beiuga linear viscosity law), methods of
._ _,i,m are develol)e(I del)emling on lhw_ntcs con('.ept, of
,_;',,.r_:d flln('liolls. The funclions used for this purpose
,_,. (,valuated from the solutions of reference 12 only.

BOUNDARY-LAYER EQUATIONS

T ,, equations of the steady, two-dimensional compressible
!_in:u"l)omldary layer for perfect, fluid_ are

',,_titmitv:

6 u+6(0 ,) (or)=0 (1)
oy

,* i _*llt('llI Ilill:

pu-&+ pv 6x

P--O

i{,I_I'()IVP 12!1.t ..... NAT](INAI_ AIJVICtOI',Y G(.)MM1TTEN FOI{, AEI_,ONAUTICS

\ll ,_ymhol,_ are delim,d in appendix A.)
"I'}_,.vi.wosity law to bc assumed is

(2)

(3)

K=X L (4)
#o to

}.-,;:a,iiml t-i) is of the form taken by Chat)man and Rubesin
:' _ .',), exeel)t that tile reference conditions (_0, to) are free-

":.'_tni staglmtion values, since, in the case of pressure
./s.,iwttt, the local stream values _,re not constant along the

<:;',r q,l,ra_cl',es, such as that of Young and Winterbottom (ref. 22), have rcsalted in

_ii'! ",. !::i_,: [_!r |.tit, lniall(qltlllli th|ckness similar to that oi" Thwaites. In d:at analysis,

;' a, _ :, _h_> derl,,atii)n was a lllodifloatloli of the Pt,hlhaus(-II |echlliqlle. The apl)!le_t!on

' i it li,}l ('(lllC_'!l [ WaS llOt I)rl)i)OStuil,

flow, "l'ho eoustll.llt X is tise_[ hi lnatt'h tile viscosity with
the Sutl',orhuvl value at a desired location. If this location
is aaSills!ed to t)e tile Sllrface, tile result is

x/t0+s ,o, /7--;
= !-_- (5)

X ,<,-,- "_,,1"_ to

where

k.,:,==Sut|_erland's constant- 198.6 ° R (for M1)
8tewartson's tr0msformagion,---The velocities in the equa-

tions of motion (I) to (3) can l)c replaced through the
definition of a stream function:

¢ = _ o'o
pa

(G

int,rodueing the quanl,ity X froni equation (4), a slight modi-
fication (if Stewarlson's il'll.llSi'Ol'lllat.ioll (ref, 24) lnay be
written:

(7)

(tn,)a pa "

The transforme(l (.oordinates are now represenl, etl 1)y upper-

ease letters (X, Y), and the subscript e refers tO local (,on-

ditions at the outer edge of the boundary layer (external).
The subscrit)t 0 refers to free-stream stagnation values.

Applying equations (4) to (7) to the boundary-layer

equations (1) to (3) and assmning that Pr and c_ are constant
(but not yet requiring that Pr=l) resull, in the following

system:

Ux+ lq.= o (8)

UUx+ VUy= U_U,x(1 +S) +voUyy (9)

"_ , I Syy

U&+ VS = ol-i 

l'--Pr

Pr

where the enthalpy term S is detined for convenience as

(10)

S=h"--I (11)
h0

where h_ is the local stagnation enthalpy. The stream

function has been replaced by the transformed velocities

(U, V) through tile relations

U-¢,_
(12)

V- --@x

The reslflting relation between the transformed and physical

tong|tad|hal velocities is U= _ u.
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The boul,d;u'y conditions app)ic.'d.4e to Ihc system (8) to

(10) for a spcciiied wall tempel'ature e.re

11(X,O)::: ()

I'(X,O) =o

S (X,O):= &_(X)

limS=:O
]*_ co

lira U--_'r (X)

(13)

, Integral equations,--An alternate form of the momentum

equation may be obtained by subtraetilig the momentum

equation (9) from the product of the continuity equation

(8) and the quantity (U_-- U). This results in

U_U_xS=.-voUry (14)

If equation (14) is integrated with respect, t.o Y between the
limits .Y=0 and Y=A, where A is a const.ant distance normal

to file surface suflieie>_tly large that the conditions S=0

and U--/Sr_ can bot.h be satisfied, there results

d r2 T T _$ __ T

dX (o,,b D- -_ _ _:<0,,--_0(_ Y)Y=0 (15)

where the transformed momentum thickness 0t, and the

transformed displacement thickness _*_ are defined as

ca U / U \ dY "1
O*'-----=-L /_2 C1--U-_) " L

f

'-Jot, u, / j

(16)

]By carrying out, the indicated differentiation, equation (15)

can be put in the form

dolt Ut, X

3-X.+?);- (2o,,4-_*D=_ (u.)_ (17)

This equation has the form of the conventional Krtrm.an mo-

mentum integral.
It shouM be noted tl[at beeimse of Stewartson's trans-

formation a simple relation exists between the parameter

0,, and the actual physical momentum thickness 0. This
i elation is

-_ ao \7_,/ " (18)

Following a procedure with the energy equation similar to
thai. for the momentum equation results in

<tz,_u,x Z=-- "° (a-Sh 11o)
2X--12;- s',.u_\aY],o

Where the convection thickness is defined by

s';=La x it; <iF (2o)

3

TI:c l_ueltlod i)re:_enied in this rel)ort us,,,s exact; solutions

fo the lmumiary-layer equations im'luding the (,n(,rgy e(lUn-
tion. Since both the. skin-.fricli()n and heitt-transf('r t)aram -

eiers fi'om the e×a('l solutions are correlale({ wilh a l)a;'aim'tei. '

which is evah,_ted from only the momentum integral e(lua-

t.ioil,it,willnot be ,lec,,,:_saryIo use eq_.m(ions(IO) and (20).

REDUCED BOUNDARY-LAYI;;R EQUATIONS

At lhis stage, the relation governing the l)oundary-htycr

(levdolmlent is equatioit (17), subje('t to the boundln'y eomli--

lions (0.)_=o--0 or (0,,),,, where the sift)script sp indicates

s()lgnaiion-1)oi,it values. The former condition on O,, applies

when the l)ounilary layer is initiatedwithout II, stagnation

point (such as in the case of i1.sitpersonic thin airfoil). ']'lit.',

vahle of (O,_),,v depends on the vahle of (U_x), ,, and on the
surface temperatm'e. Ai_ a stagna, tion point, (Ot,),v=O_,.

.Values of O,v are prese'ated in table I.

Before consideration of a solution that depends on a ('or-

relation siinihn' to that of Thwaites, it is expedient to trailS-

form the preceding system_ of equations to a system involving

dimensimlless 1)arameters. The correlation concept will

then be introduced and methods of solution developed.

PARAMETRIC FO R _,i

The dimensionless t)arameters, which are relat.ed to terms

appearing in equations (17) and (19), can be detined and
evaluated fi'om the following expressiolls:

Shear parameter, or first-derivative parameter,

o,, =_o_,o
l - _- t`bY),o u_ _ \b-y/,_ (21)

Correlation number (related to pressure gradient), or second-

derivative parameter,

(oju_ 
0_,, \by'_i. u,O' (.t_o']'a('to.] (22_

n-= --U'x 0_,--: H 1+ S,o -- _,o \-i7/\g/
1' 0 _" e

t{eat-transfer parameter, or third-derivative parameter,

Oa,,/baU\ o t,,

In definitions (22) and (23), rise is made of the following

relations, respectively:

b (I -t- S w) (24)
2_

U_ U,x

_T_,S ,o "o

which is obtained fi'om equation (9), and

(25)
u_u_ x \_,_ /

whMl is obtained by differentiating equation (9) with respect,

to 1" and evahlating the resulting expression it(. 17=0.

If equation (17) is multiplied by 2-0"(1% there results
I1 o

r<,. )]l-re d\Otr) --2 ----- 0_,(H.+2)-- -' 5U -
3_--<)X - L Vo ,, 5Y ,, (26)

where ll,,=-d[, is th(, form fa('tor fo,' lo_:'-spee(l flow (AL. =(£.
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TABLE I.---]NVFIAL VAId_!'S OF PARAMETERS

(a) St_gnalion-poiut flow

........................................................

" ' " ' fly. " ll, v

'l'wo-dhm'nsional (fl=)

--1. ¢ 1.30 1.21 I e O. 501; 0. 138 111.436 e --0. 170 e O. 400 o --0. 425
--._ c 1.51; 1.4tt e .52'2 ..152 .451 r .fll2 e.384 _.03|

-_). 4 _ 2. 04 2. iX1 c . 546 . .174 . 175 e . 345 _ . ?_3B _ 1,021
l

2. 46 2, 46 [ . 570 . 495 . 195 . F_48 • 292 2. 2181.0 3. 47 3.5,t . ill5 . 533 . 537 1. 386 • 177 7. 850

]

Axially sym et' c (fl=!'!_)

• 1.64 1.5{) 0, 7iXI 0. (X}7 o. fi07 --9,11771 0.30l) --0. 257

--1 (8I 1.85 1.79 .712 .617 .1121 . {}571i ,289 .199

-0[ 4 2. 25 2. 22 .73i! . Ig_9 . fi,t3 .318 .269 1.18,5
2. 62 2. 62 . _ . (_2 . {;62 . .e_,9 .248 2. 2981.0 3.49 3.55 . .701 .708 1. 165 .194 6. 012

• These values are obtained wh'+,n ('(Is. (161 of ref. 12 are solved for Pr =0.7, 3/°=0.

b These values arc obtained by multiplying the results for Pr=i by (0.7) 0,_.

o Interpolated values from solutions of ref. t2,

(b) Sharp edge or pointed t)ody

N,/4_7=

I

I
Pr= 1 [ Pr =0.7

I (.)

Two-dimensional

I 0.332 0. _15
0. 664

Axially symmetric

1.15010.57.5 0.510 i

• These values arc obtained by multiplying

the results for Pr=l by (0.7)I/L

TABLE II.--SUMMARY OF HEAT-TRANSFER AND WALL-

SHEAR PARAMETERS

s. , 0 n \ /qdJr,_

........ ?7--I.0 [ --0.326 O. 1335 0 2.063

-. :ms4 .1591 [ 1[ .7939 1.o13

--. 3f_) .1257 1. 224 .630

--. 14 O" 0343 4 1. 830 .1340 2. OO0 0

.50 -.0597 i ' --: '! _-: .- 2.34v -.2572. l -. 38 2. 7
--0.8 --0.3088 -_.12_--0- .... 1.0305 ' 0.0172 0 2.240

-325 .13,_ .0:_12 1.0_ .0210 31(_ ,.828
-.8285 .12(,_8 [ .0430 1.0499 .0216 .4194 1.708

--.3285 .1260 1 .(F_81 1.0185 .02"20 .6245 1.501

I --.325 .1212 i .0827 .9885 .0216' .7438 1,396
--.30 .1017 ] .1214 .8,_2 .0187 1.0.58 1. 138

--.14 0,0355 I .1935 .5781 .00fA2 1.712 .'192. .229 .44 0 2. {_(' .519

• [,_)} --. 1k_17 [ . L_i7_ .1676 --. 0138 2.5!_ .199
• 5 --. 21X18 .31]'9 --. 1332 --. 0313 3. 263 --. 083--. lilt;

2.09 -. 252'2 .33(:,_+ -. 25t7 -. 03aS 3. :m2 .1__:_41 ----o-7 o o--- o: 57 o o
--. 2483 0894 .03(X) 89r_ .1_)730 I .2(94 t 2. 679

--. 24 .152 ; { 0G24 .8519 . II()ti_J I .5775 2. 3151
--. 20 . O{ 15 12111 ,7371 005_1 1.1174 2. 034

0 22 .4411 0 2 _XI(I 1, 5r_i
,_ -- 0722 .301J , 442 --.(_)573 ] 3.1142 1. 1145

] 2. ix} --.1733 1 .3924 --,1713 --.o118 _ 4.{;2_i .759

-o 19_ I o(_m_ I o o s'_2 o o 4.o32

-- I ; ( 487 .1051 71)_i_'.i tl .94U1 3, 1_14

0 22{I . 44 ) {I 2. tl00 2..591

t 1 IXl { --.g2t t 155_ l{ ,t.,117 .2

I l:lU) -._2 35(_; --. 1174;4 0 5.122 2.1_)

/ 2 _ / -- 106't .3'.'392 --. 1040 l) 5. 5t)o 2. 1o2

.... _....................................... t ....... _-_-
I it --II 19_1£ 1 0 I)417 i 9 I 0 72-_(I --(L XIbO_3 ! 0 6. ,_I

'_ ='i5- (294 _,;.03 647 --. {K 644 ,80,93 5.671

o^" u"" ' " _z_2_ ' _ . ,t4",. 0 / 2. _'X_), 5. 187
3( -- (1334 4277 15,r_4 . (X)_)7 3. _12 5. 493

.5(1 -- 0735 33_,4 .0755 l .0(1#_ I 4.215 6,012
l • -- ':i ') 3 '5 0 _X_¢¢_; 5 1144 7.850
,'¢_, I •,',s_. ":'{_'z i - ( 4 _) 3:_1 t.e'_ 25

2.00 --.(_3_9 ! ,I()(i3 ! -_.,00_ AXE31 7.5.7 lt, lgo

I I i _ ........ !...................
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Now, if definitions (21) and (22) are inserted, equation (26)
] _t'(',O] lies

A similar procedure Call be carried out with the energy

equation, although it is not necessary for the calculation

me;hod herein presented.

CORRELATION IN TERMS OF n

If, in the definition of _*, (eq. (16)), S is set equal to zero,
the form fac{or then becomes the same as that of Thwaites

,\ • S_al:d equation (262 becomes Thwalte. moment.urn equation.
If, in this ease, physie_dly valid relations H_(n.) and l(n)

can be established, the equation can be integrated and the

problem is solved. The assumption of the form of the Veloc-

ity profile serves this purpose, and the resultant procedure is
the well-known Pohlhausen technique. (Kalikbman (ref.

!6) was the first to carry the same approach over to the case

of the therm,tl profile.) Thwaites used the more direct ap--

preach by determining whether universal relations Ht_(n)
and l(n) could possibly be established from the well-known

exact, solutions of the boundary-layer problem. An exami-

nation of these solutions proved that for favorable pressure

gradients a single relation for each of these quantities couM

be established with a fair degree of accuracy, but for adverse

pressure gradients the relations departed from each other

considerably, as indicated for l(r_) in figure 1 (taken from

._ Fevorable
pressure --
9rodient

2.08 -.04 0
/1

Adverse
pressure --
grr_.ient

• i

,--Hortree (ref. 26i
,--Howor!h (ref. 25)
•--Thwoites (ref. 21 )
f- Pohlhousen ( melhod

of ref. 15)

"-¢ ,<, "i_

.O4 .O8 .12

FIGURE 1.--Skin-friction correlation of ,Thwaites (ref. 21) for incom-
pressible flow over an insulated surface.

ref. 21). Since the correlation technique requires the selec-

tion of a single relation between all boundary-layer quanti-

ties regardless of the history of the development of the spe-

cific boundary layer under consideration, the assumption of

_J single relation for all boundary layers is not exactly valid.

Thwaites chose a relation for l(n) that would match the

Howarth solution (ref. 25) at separation. The Pohlhausen

solution predicts separation to occur much later than any
of tlw other solutions in the sketch, while the Hartree sohi-

tion (ref. 26) predicts separation to occur earlier than the

IIowarth solution. Stewartson (ref. 24) has indicated that

under certain conditions tIowarth's solution wouht predict
separation too late.

With the exception of the described differences in the

relation between boundary-layer quantities (due to the
selection of the solutions of ref. 12 for the evaluation of the

correlated quantities), the method of eorrelati0n to be

presented herein will contain as special eases the method of
Thwaites for incompressible flow and the results of Rott

and Crabtree for compressible flow over insulated surfaces.

The concept of correlatim_ is herein extended by the

following major assumption: For the compressible laminar

1)oumlary lay(.r wilh heat transfer _('ross the surface, the

skin-.friction and heat-transfer parameters / and r can be

correlated only in terms of the parameters n. and ,_%_,derived
from the exact solutions of reference 12.

It is thus implied thai the solutions of reference 12

adequately represent, the general boundary layer, although

they were derived for Falkner-Skan type flow.

As in all first-order boundary-layer theories, the pressure

distribution (aml ('onsequently the external velocity dis-

tribution) is assumed to be known. '!?hen the utility of t,he

correlation nlav he stated as follows: If n is known at, a

given point, on the surface, 0t, (amt hence 0) can imn:ediately
be ol)tained from equation (22). If 1(7_) is a known function

for the specified wall temperatm'e, the wall shear is im-

mediately obtainable from equation (21). Similarly, if

r(n) is known, the hea_ transfer can be found fl'om equation
(23).

If the postulate of correlation in terms of n and S_ is

admitted, equation (27) becomes

wh ere

N(n,S_)-- 2[n(/t,<_- 2)+ l] (29)

This is the fundamental equation of the present method.

Its solution, resulting in a determination of n(x), is the first

stage in solving for the boundary-layer characteristics.

Then the function l(n,Sw)is used to determine the wall

shear, and the function r(n,S_) is used to determine the
heat transfer.

EVALUATION OF CORRELATION PARAMETERS

The quantities l, n, and r defined in equations (21) to

(23), as evahmted from the solutions of reference 12, are

listed in table II. An alternate parameter to r for the de-

termination of the heat transfer is the Reynolds analogy

C_R e,_
parameter, defined as --N_T-' relating the heat transfer to

the skin friction. Because this (arbitrarily chosen) parameter
is herein determined from solutions for a Prandtl number of

(CfRew__
1.0, it will be denoted k, Nu /p,=: as it appears in table

II. It is related to r by

Cfl_ew'_ 2Swnl (30)
Nu /P,=1= r

The parameters l and \-N_--/e,=l as functions of 7_

and S_ are plotted against n in figures 2 and 3, respectively.

The solid portions of the curves represent the so]utions of

reference i2. The reversal of the curves for S,o=1.0 is

associated with the velocity overshoot phenomenon discussed
in reference 12.
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METHOD OF SOLUTION

The solution of equation (.28) obviously depends on a

knoaledge of the term N(n,S,,). This quantity was eva.hl-
ated from equation (29) and lhe associated fornmlas for

l, n, and H,. The results are shown in figure 4. It. is to be
noted that the curve for S,o--0 is nearly a straight line, and

for all negative values of S_ the curves depart only slightly

from this condition except in the range near separation

where the curves become donble-valued. For S._>0 (hot

w,ll) the curve is essentially straight except in the region of

strong favorable gradients.
The examination of these curves and of equation (28)

suggests two methods of determining the correlation number
n. The first method is tha_ of solving equation (28) by

numerical integration. The necessary numerical procedure,

however, is tedious, since it involves integration of a first-

order nonlinear nonhomogencous ordinary differential equa-

tion. Because a simpler met.hod is available when the
surface is isothermM, no numerical integration procedure

will be presented here in detail. However, some integration
relations are stated in appendix B.

The second method, applicable when the surface tempera-

tare is constant (or, presumably, nearly constant), will be

termed the "linear method." This method uses the nearly

linear shape of the curves of N against n for constant Sw.

It directly corresponds to the procedure of Tbwaites for
incompressible flow and to' that of Rott and Crabtree for

compressible flow over insulated surfaces. The curve of

N against n. for a given S_ is assumed represented by

Stagnation- poinl flow
;. Axi_ymmetric dosed body

l#' = _/z )...........

N= A q-B_t, (31)

If equatiol_ (31) is inserted in equation. (28), a simple

liiwar.first-order equation results, which has for its solution

£"r_ B r 7B-1n .... ACe _ c_- (. _ dX (32)

]If equation (32) is transformed to physical quantities by

using Stewartson's tralisformation, tiiere resti]ts for two-
dimensional flow

x

(33)
s,' t_o ,,to/ < 3o \to) \L/

te

_. 3")'-- 1
where x_=2(__-_-f_, L is any fixed length, and tile diinension-

less pressure gradient P' is given by

p,_ dx p_,dx - L du_ (34)
mu_ -- 7M_ u_ dx

The left member of equation (33) has been arranged in a
form convenient for later use.

The determination of the coefficients A and B is as follows:

If the straight liae (31) is chosen to pass through the eorrecg

value of N at, zero pressure gradient (n=0), then ,-1-0.44

independent of S_. In this case, only B is affected by the

presence of heat transfer. Figure 5 shows the values of

8 '.

(I)Fovomb_ pressure gradient

Two-dimensional -_, -

hxisymmetric ""

closed body--,

(2) Small pressure gradient,

i I
-.8 -.6 -.4 -.2 0 .2 .4

Fniholpy function at wall, S_

/

gradient

,6 .8 1.0

FIGURE 5.--Vr_riation of B for rise i1_ linear method ot determining
correlation number.
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.11(&,) for lhe following choices of matching renditions:

(1) I h( line (31) ,:,o(,,'_ through the poihi era'responding to

A_'---: 0 (_le:---0) ill orth, r to match the comti_ i_,_ at a stagnation

point. Thus, for two-dimension*tl t1,_- (N:=0), L_:=

--0.4,tin,,.
(2) The line (31) coincides with the tn_ _ to t.he N(n)

lines at. n=:0 (small pressure gradients).

(3) The line (gl) is selected to give go, _'r-all agree-

mrnt for unfavorable pressure gradients.
If a better match with tim curves of fiV_ _ is desired in

calculating n. for certain ranges of prc>_:_,,:'e gradient, a

tangent line to the curve of N against r_ i_,_v be chosen a,t a
dc:sTred value of n. t7'or instance, in eonsiJering the flow in

tlw vicinity of a two-dhnensional stag_ation point with
8,_----0.8, the tangent line through N=: 0 has the eoellicieqts

A==0.372, 77:=2.53. The value of B is quite sensitive go

the matetdng assumption, especially in the region S_>0

(tit. 5). However, the final value of ,n(x) is somewhat in-
sensitive to the valueof )?, since the terms involving I1 in

equation (33) appear both inside and outside the integral in
a. compensating mariner. The accuracy of the method de-

creases, of course, in regions where the plots of figure 4 have

large eurvature.
The calculation procedure is as follows: Values of A and B

are chosen for use in equation (33) either from figure 5 or

from tangent-line considerations. 'the integral:ion is then

performed by using a suitable integration rule and a proper
step size. It is recommended that the step size chosen be

as small as practicable in order to obtain results which are

i'easonably smooth. In some oases (e. g., near the boundary-

layer origin) it may be advisable to perform the integration

by obtaining Taylor series expansions of the integrand in
tt/e variable (z/L). Then the integration can be carried

out in closed form, corresponding effectively to zero step
size.

There are two possible starting conditions in a boundary-

layer calculation: (a) that of a sharp edge, that is, 0=0,

n=0 i or (b) the stagnation point., where U_=u_=0. In
usihg the linear method, the starting conditions are auto-

matieally satisfied if the chosen line (al) goes through the

correct starting point N(n). Thus, if matching condition

(a) is used, both possible starting conditions can be satisfied,

since the corresponding line (81) passes through the curve

fi'om the e_:aet solutions at both n--0 (N=0.44) and, for

the two-dimensi0nal flow, at N=0 (n,p=--0.44/B). Values

of n for stagnation-point flow• taken from figure 4 are shown
in figure 6.

The corresponding relations and procedure for axially

symn/letric flow based on Mangler's transformation (ref. 27)

are presented in appendix C.

It is sometimes helpful to have an analytical expression
for the initial variation of correlation number as a cheek on

the numerical calculations. The initial variation of n with

x for the various starting conditions, as represented by the

(% ,
derivative \-_./,-0 is discussed in appendix D.

ogno on point flow -_,-_

BOUNDARY-LAYER CHARACTERISTICS

Once the correlation Immber n is determined as a function

of x, it is possible to obtain 1 and ((_,:t?e:_'_ fi'om figures
Nu / P_=l

2 and 3, respectively. Then, the local skin-friction coefficient

and heat transfer are easily calculated from the following

relations, which, apply to both two-dimensional and axially

symmetric flows:

From the definitions C:---_ r_., Re =U,X, Nu:
?2w

and from equations (21) and (22), it follows that

t_w -- tw '

t--

C:_/Re,o--21 , u_ dx=21 t_
t_ V " n (35)

It may be noted that, at a stagnation point, equation (35)
reduces to

C:-_=_/ 2_ (36)

Once C/is determined, the heat transfer may be calculated

fi'om curves of the Reynolds analogy parameter against corre-

lation number of figure 3, by using the relation

N,* e: g-ffe- 

k N* /e_.*

(37
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Ill utilizing equa.tions (35) to (37), it is useful to have tile

initial wllues of the parameters. These values are listed in
table 1.

The calculation.<; thus far have be.en for Pr=:l.0. The

effect, of Pra.ndtl nnm.ber on skin friction is small and is there-

fore usually neglected. It can be seen from table I that, for

stagnation-point flow, the maxim.urn difference in the quan-

iity ()_@e-,-,, bet.ween solutions for P1 .... 1.0 and Pr=0.7 is

about 7 percent. With regard lo heat transfer, Tifl'ord and

Chu (ref. 28) have found, fi'om solutions with eonslant fluM

propertie% that the effect of Prandtl number on heat transfer

(:,a'a be accounted for by multiplying C-;/_:::s 1)y (Pr)".
\'_( i#w/Pr=l

Using this approxim.ation, equation (37) becomes

(_N,,_,....... m,,) (3s)

\Talnes of _ suggested in reference 28 are as follows: For

small pressure gradients, a --v'-/_, for large adverse pressure

gradients, a= }4/;and for extremely favorable gradients, a-- _/--" /2.

Squire (ref. 29) has indicated that _=0.4 is adequate for

stagnation-point flows. Recently obtained sohltions (rcf. 30)

of equations (16) of reference 12 for fl=l, Pr=0.7, and

s3/S_---_o_ show that this type of correction may be adequate

for all compressible boundary-layer calculations.

It should be noted that, in the definition of Nusselt

nmnber, the temperature difference in the denominator was

assumed to be (t_w--G). Since for Pr=l the recovery

tem.perature is t0, the present calculations (based on those of

ref. 12) can give no indication of the adiabatic wall tempera-

ture for Pr ¢ 1. For'a first approximation, it may be reason-

able to calculate t_ by using a temperature recovery factor

of (Pr)I/L This is the well-known expression for recovehy

factor for the case of high-speed flow with zero pressure

gradient. The adeqaacy of its application to high-speed

flows with large pressure gradients is not well established.

The phy.sical momentum thickness is determined from

0 _ 6 n_

Z Yl_e_-=_ p, to (39)
te

The displacement thickness _* may be calculated by using

the following simple expression for the ratio of displacement
thickness to momentmn thickness:

_* "7--1 2
H- o= H,, +--2-- 5IJH,, + 1) (40)

In referenee 23, this expression was derived for flows over

insulated surfaces with Pr--1. Equation (40) is valid for

noninsutated surfaces as well. The dependence of H,r upon

wall temperature and n is presented in figure 7. With large

amounts of cooling in favorable-pressure-gradient flows, it is

seen that negative form factors (and hence negative dis-
placement thieknesseg) resqlt. This occurs because the sur-

face cooling _produces an increase in density riear the wall, so

m-:r::FT i:t-TT--T+-'T

_-_:72 ' -

-i@-- i--_- ---_- v---t-_

272_-2C

_" ---+-----Prom solutions of ref. 12 ...........

_ = _-__]-__-- -i-r-r_-
- - ,-f-4-_

l: i i I I I /_
__he_

3 a _C_-,7-
_gxtension used- - - _-
-i_ e_mple_r-----k--L]--_--'_4-

0 ' ' I _ --_'_ _ -_

- I_ -.4 -.3 -.2 0

Cbrrelation number, n

FIGURE 7.--Form-factor correlation.

.I • .2

that there is more mass flow per unit flow area within the
boundary layer thim in the external flow.

The over-all thickness 5 of a boundary layer calculated

from. exact solutions is a quantity not uniquely defined. Its

value depends on the value of the velocity ratio ut that is
%/,e

chosen to represent the outer edge of the boundary • layer.

However, for a given value of the velocity ratio (less than 1)
there is a single value for thickness. The ratio of this over-all

thickness to the momentum thickness is given by the expres-
sion

"'" _ _t"2_'--1 21_r_(H,,-q-1) (41)

The quantity _ is that for low-speed flow (M,=0) which

has been evaluated from the solutions of reference 12 and is

presented in figure 8 as a function of correlation number u

for _=0.995.
't/,e

The mass flow in the boundary layer is related to the differ-

ence (_--_*) and may be obtained by subtracting equation

(40) front equation (41), which finally results in

L_ pudy ._, ,
.r -

0 (42)
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--÷---

-4-- -

\
x

-J

CorrekHionnumber, n

.... I...... I

0 .I .2

FlaVRE 8.--Over-all thickness correlation /\{us=0.995j.

The quantity _--1t, is 5.35 for the flat plate and, as can

I)e seen from the information in fgures 7 and 8, varies from

about 4.5 for adverse pressure gradients to about 6.5 for

favorable 1)ressure gradients.

LIMITS DUE TO AVAILABLE EXACT SOLUTIONS

The curves of figures 2 and 3 are terminated at the boundary-

layer separation point on one end and at the value of the
correlation nmnber n at the other end, which corresponds to

the most favorable pressure gradient that can be represented

by the Falkner-Skan type solutions of reference 12. ttow-

vver, one may conceive a flow that contains values of n more

negative than the latter limit. For example, if a boundary

layer is all_)wed to grow on a flat plate until the momentuln

th:.ekness has an arbitrary value and is then subjected to a

favorable pressure gradient (u,_>0), equation (22) shows

)hal n might be made arbitrarily negative. Similarly, large

m,_r)ttivc, values of n may arise if a strong favorable presstu'e

Lradient is maintained for some distance along a surface,
such as in a nozzle. Under such circumstances it would be

necessary to extend the curves of figures 2, 3, and 7 in order

to use the con'elation method presented hereto. Such exten-

sioa is not possible by means of Falkner-Skan type solutions.

It is thus apparent that there are types of problems for

which the presently available correlations are not adequate.
To ('stablish correlations in that regime would require exact

boundary-layer solutions for large favorable pressure gra-
dirnts of a fornl different from that of reference 12. Such

._;olutions are not known to tixe authors at tiffs time. The

extended portio'lS of the curves in figures 2, 3; and 7 for

S,,,=--0.8 were drawn to enable the completion of example

I1 in tl)e following section. The adequacy of this extension
is not knowz_.

EXAMPLES

An importan_ test of the method developed is the com-

parison of the final results for practical probh, ms with the

findi_gs of other theories or with expcrin)ental results.

I, SUPERSONIC SURFACES

The linear method for determining the correlation number

u is applied to the calculation of skin friction and heat

transfer for the two supersonic surfaces at Maeh Immber 3.0
calculated in reference 6. These surfaces are shown in

figure 9.

.05

Y
Y

I

xlL

.O5

Z
L

Adverse

pr ,,o,o
grodi_.t ._//////_//////_

%y x 2_

x/L

FmURE 9.--Supersonic surfaces of example I.

A comparison is made, in the following table, between the

results obtained by using the linear method and those ob-

tained by using Low's perturbation method with Pr=0.72

(ref. 6). The comparison is made for a hot wall, an insulated

wall, and a cold wall at x/L= 1 (see fig. 9). A value of a of

1/3 was used in these calculations.

(c,4_),n-,

Heat-transfer
Oradfent condition Linear Low Linear

method, ] (ref. 6), method,
Pr=l Pr =0.71 corrected

for Pr

Favorable_ Coil wail (S_=--0.9). 0.680 [ 0.679 0.270
Insulated wail ......... 877 ,876 ..........

I __-------------}i°twall (S_=0.61).._ 1.031 1.048 _ ,284
Adverse.._ _I_-- 0.9) - IO--M5 I O. (_61 0.320

Insulat,(,d wall ......... 406 1 .475 ..........
I[ot wall (S,=0A3) .... 256 I .386 .274

(Nul'f_e-_) ,,I.c..,

Low

(ref. 6),
Pr =0.72

O.271

---:_-_--

-%5o3--
---._-ff-

A comparison of values indicates agreement of skin friction

within 2 percent in the ease of a favorable pressure gradient.
For the adverse-pressure-gradient cas('s, reasonable agreement
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_,-_d of ill,.' stagn_Iion point aml the nozzle throat. If ttm

c.,,lir_g -vt, re to become i_sufficient, lhcse seem to be the most,

likely locations of hlihu'e. The required local cooling rate
i,, tm_i_lt,_irl t:tmslallt, _ali tenll)eratu]'e decreases sharply

b(,5,md lilt' lhroat of the nozzle.
In lhe absence of more appropriate information, it has

b_,cn mJs_.Inal'y ill rccen|, years to use flat-plate heat-transfer

i','!:_lions in eStillmling heat transfer in a m):,_zle. The use
r I -)--

_./_m'h a relalion in the currenb pl'oblem (,_u/._/l_e,o--=0.305

fro" /'r==1).78) yields vMues indicated ill figure I0. It, is

,,,,,_,n that for this 1)l'oblenl the flat-plate relation seriously

_i_,,icvc,_ti,ql_dCs ihe amount of cooling required over a large

pin'( of the n<>zzle. This illustrates the importance of con:

sidering tile effects of pressure gradient Oil heat transfer.
The momentum thickness is seen to reach a minimum

v,d_ie at the nozzle throat. The displacement_ thickness

is a small positive quantit.y at the stagnalion point but is

n_,gative for most of the convergent section as well as in

_]w vicirfity of the throat. 4 The over-all thickness (not

she w n on the figure) varies fi'om 6.1 to 7.7 times the momen aml

thickness ill going from the initial stagnation point to the
nozzle exit.

The use of different values of A and B in performing the

immerical integration would have approximately the fol-

lowing effect: With the values A=0.44 and B=3.0 (from

lAg. 5), the niomentum _hickness would be about 10 percent

smaller in the vicinity of the throat then the values in figure 11

and would be within 5 percent of the presented values over

the rest of the nozzle. With A=0.335 and B=2.34, the

momentum thickness at the throat would be about 6 percm)t

larger than the value presented. The effects of varying

4 This untrqual result produces the interesting possibility that, for a rocket nozzle with

ex_o!ed walls and viscid flow, a mass discharge coeffmient based on throat area, generally

assumed to be less than 1 because of boundary.layer "blockage" at the throat, may actually

exceed 1. A distinction exists between this phenomenon and that of negative momentum

thickness (refs. 1, 10, and 12) associated with velocity overshoot.
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A _;nd I" on skin friction and heat transfer would be less

than "_ l),'_rccn{ at. lhe throat.

CONCLUIIING REMARKS

The application of St ewartson's transformation to the

compressible laminar-boundary-layer equations with heab
transfer yielded a simple first-order system of ordinary

differenti_fi cquationa, the first of which is veIT similar to

the Karmrm momentmn integral. Dimensionless shear and

heat-transfer parameters were derided. The assumption of

correlation of t;hese parameters in terms of a momentum

parameter resulted in a complete system of relations for

calculating skin friction and heat transfer. Knowledge of

velocity or temperature profiles is not necessary in using
this calculation method. Procedures for t.he calculation

of the hmgit.udinal distribution of correlation mimber are

presented, which include as special cases the method of
Thwaites and that of Rott and Crabtree. The dimensionless

parameters introduced herein were evaluated from the exact
solutions of reference 12.

Calculations of an example involving small pressure

gradients have shown reasonable agreement between this
method and die perturbation method of reference 6 over

the same range of Mach number, pressure gradient, and
heat transfer.

The method is also applied to the calculation of heat

transfer and displacement thickness in a highly cooled,

convergent-divergent, axially symmetric rocket nozzle. The

results of this calculation show that high rates of heat transfer

are obtained at the initial stagnation point and at the throat

of the nozzle. Also indicated are negative displacement

thicknesses in the convergent portion of the nozzle; these

occur because of the high density within the lower portions

of the cooled boundaIT layer.
LEWIS FLIGHT PROPULSION LABORATORY

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS

CLEVELAND, OIIIO, February 1, 1955

<.
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is ol)it_ilwd for the cold wa.]}, allhough for Ill,,; ii_sulated and

hot walls a large diirerem,e is obta.incd. Thi_ difference is

due cssemially to ihe fact that, in (1,_ case of an adverse

pressm'c gcadient, lhe solutions of l_ow (ref. 6), which re-

semble |he series-type soh',iion of Howltrth (ref. 25), deparl

front Fall-:ner-Skan type ,,;elations such as that of ]lartrec

(ref. 26) (e. g., fig. 1). An important c(msider_tion for the

ease of lhe healed surface with _m adverse l)ressure gradiem.

is ihat lhe flow is closer to separalion lhan apl)ears t)ermissi-

lilt for a llleol'y based on small pressure gradients such as

thai, of referel_('e 0; therefore, for this case the present ('alcu-

]at ion may t)e the more reliable. Some of the diff(,rence in

thd preceding table may also be _ Pral,ttl mimber effect.

Good agreem(mt is also obtained for heat transfer except
for the case of the heated smfaee with. favontble pressure

gradient. Some of t.hat, difference might, also be a Prandtl
munber effect.

IL AXlS'I(MMET.t,UC CONVERGENT-DIVEIIGENT ROCKET NOZZLE

Tl_e secoiid example, that of a rocket nozzle, is one involv-

ing both large pressure gradients and heat transfer. The

nozzle chosen is illustrated in figure 10. It has a 25 ° half-

angle convergent section and a 15 ° half-angle divergent

seclJon. The combustion-chamber stagmation pressure is

assumed to be 500 pounds per square iuch absolute, the

stagnation temperature is tr&en as 4000 ° R, and the Prandtl
number is assumed to be 0.78. The nozzle wail is assumed

cooled to a uniform temperature of 800 ° R, which corre-

sponds to S_=--0.8. For the assumed 3-inch throat di-

r "F u , , , ,

,._ ._ Assumed stagnationpoint I

Po = 500 _,_x....,_3" '.... radius -..',x-xS.'._>" I

Ib/sq in. obs _/_.N.\.,,_ I

,o:4000"R __, ,5" J__

)'=1.5"* _x_--

-., - :
.-Exact solution - em,m -- --"- sto_noiion-poinl flow l i i

Q--4---- --@---t--- ----t .! / P
I I _Lirniting value of n from '

t \ I I ,' exact solutions (5"ll,= -C18)

, .....
g_

-.4

3

I

I
i .....

I

J I 2 5 4 5 6
Dis!once along nozzle wall, x/D

}:_(:_;m,: 10._Variation of correlation nmnber in rocket; n,.)zzle.

um(>t.or, th'. _,rocket has t_ noni[n0ol thrust of 5550 pouiids for

"t=: 1.3. l_o'.'t;l stati(: ('omlil.iolls along the nozzle, wail were
ohtaiued IlSiTit_ ol/e-(linwnsion,ll [lair relations.

The elilcil]__!.iioll "i_,}l._;pei'fornled by the linear nlethod with
A==().3,72 qlll[]J=,:2.5;J. J!l order to elimiliate tim elreel

of slop size in tile initi..,d portion of Ihe integralion, it series

expansion of (he inlegrand was used for 0_<(x/Z))<0.5.

For (a'lD)>O.5. the ste 1) size taken wlls 0.l, TI,o resulting

varialion ()f n, in lhe iiozzle is also shown ill tigure 10. It is

seelt lhal, in a l)ortioi: of the nozzle including llie throlit

(1.2_l(.r!l))_;J.5), vlthles of it. life obtained which require

use of lui extelj(le(l correlation curve lis discussed eltrlier, in

order to calculate skin h'ietion, heat t.l'alisfer, itlld disphiee-
lnenl) thickness. No extrapolation is needed _o obtain
momentum ihiekness, since the momentum thickness is

related to ,_ through equation (39).

The calculated local heat-transfer rates as well as displace-

ment, m_d momentum thickness are shown in figure 11. It.

is seen that large rates of cooling are required in the neighbor-

140
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g
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_o

I

'= 40

O
...J

2O

/

.... /

I,o,z, I- I ! I

_N o Exact solution for l-- stagnation-point flow q
..... Extended correlations /

__ .__ _X_, zL_ _ used "

___ A_m
I\ _

Flat-plate
approximation

Nu

R---_z:O._O5Vl'fOw ,

I

--------4-------------

•-Present
method

I

I

\\ I

_"_..N, d --

w--_ l

.__L_
.0024

_'-., .0016

+- _ .0008

_g
Ct. O

._ ",_

I

I

O_splocern_ni
thickness

A:
Momentum
. thickness

i

Noz21e tt root i _ I j
-ooo%--J.- ____._L____ i
• I 2 3 "---4 5 6

Distance olo_g nozzle wall, x/O

Fiouilu l 1.--Results of rockei.-I)ozzle eMcui8,tions.
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APPENDIX A

SYMBOLS

, _ constant from N--=-A+Bn

. sonic velocity

/; constan_ from N==A+ Bn

2rw

_: local skin-fi'iction coefficient, CI=p_u_

c,. specific heat at constant 1)ressure
,/ nozzle-throat diameter

a U
i_ convection thicknee_s, I£= ( Sl-_dY

do (e

/t form factor, H_ 8"/0

]I,, physical form factor for M_0, T-_ --__,
_at tr--o| r

h enthalpy

K 3_'--1
2(3'--1)

k thermal conductivity

/,'., Sutherland's constant

L arbitrarylength

- Or,/bUN

! dimensionless shear parameter, t- _ k--._-Y)_

s_l Mach number

m ex_ponent from Falkner-Skan external velocity distri-
bution U -- CX '_

N momentum parameter, N=2[n(H,_+2)+/]

Nu Nusseltnumber, Nu== \by].

U_ OL
n correlation number, n- --- ox- ,.

Y0

Ldp.
• p, p_ d x-

P' dimensionless pressure gradient, -- "YM_

Pr Prandtl number, Pr -_cr
k

p static pressure

II radius of axisymmetric body

) Pw_le xRe_, lleynolds mtmber, Re_--
/zw

_ V ?) / \-Ig

r heat-transfer parameter, r=nO_|_-i(-£.)|,_._._.,__o__.,

cnthalpy function, S=h_--i
S

t static temperature

t._ adiabatic wall temperature

U transformed longitudinal velocity, /7=u-aq----¢r
as

u longitudinal velocit,y component

V transfornled normal velocity, V=--_bx

v normal velocity comi)onent

'z a
X transformed coordinate along sm'face, X=[ X_ _ dx

Jo Po ao
coordinate along surface

y_a¢ (v 2
Y transformed normal coordinate, --aoJo pody

y normal coordinate

a exponent of Prandtl number in Reynolds analogy
parameter

: 2m
B pressure-gradient parameter, f_=m+ 1

_, ratio of specific heats
over-all thickness

_* displacement thickness
0 momentum thickness

dynamic viscosity

r kinematic viscosity, _=u/p

p mass density

bu

shear stress, r-- U _yy

¢J stream function, eq. (6)

Subscripts:

e local flow outside boundary layer (external)

s local stagnation "_alue

sp stagnation point

tr associated transformed quantity

w wall or surface value

0 free-stream stagnation value

1 initial value

A Coordina'tc used as subscript denotes differentiation

with respect to the coordinate.
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APPENDIX B

NUMERICAL INTEGRATION METHOD

METHOD

The most direct method of solving equation (28) is by

mmn.rical integration, using lhe cateulaled curves of N('n,S_)

for dotermimltiou of lhe right member.

An integration procedure may be simply il_dicated by

dh'ect integration of equation (28). The resultant integra.l

c,wation can be written:
l:m" two-dimensiowd tlow,

t,'_. g ex N@) dX_(<.,),J0 t:v
(B_)

For an axially symmetric closed body, through Mangler's

lra:lsfol-mation (ref. 26),

[fle X X

n= __7/__ f0 NI?'_-_- dX (B2_0

Since the integrands eontain N(n), which is unknown at

this point, no simple evaluation is possible. In fact, these

equations are actually only a condensed notation of the pro-

eedure to be followed. The integration must be e_rried oug

piecemeal, alternating with determination of the left member

of the equation and iterating for accuracy.
The necessity of working with the transformed coordinates

can be eliminated by considering the Stewartson trans-

formation from U_ to u_. For example, in physical eoordi-

lmtes equation (B2a) becomes

{,,. aopo'X ,
-l,,_-- , [NII2d(L )

n \ a. pJ I'
...... /?_- / ao (B2b)

where L is any fixed length, and the dimensionless pressure

g_adient P' is given by

L d:p_ L dp_
p,=_ 7/z=_ 7_x: (B3)

Similarly, if the isentTopie relation p/o_=constant is used

t

\\\

\
\

in equations (ai) and (32) a.IM if the Stewuvtson trauvdor:',
matio_'_ is applied, there results: \

Fro" t;vo-dimousiomtl flow,

f x _ - /,r\ t

b:)

'" ":' [ '"/ b' (;)J,

For an axially symmetric flow (closed body),

(')
p;-t0=};'; Me (Ba

t, ,£/

K 37-- 1
where -= 2_--- 1)"

INmAL VALUES

When the numerical integration method is used, certain

considerations are necessary in order to start gm solution

properly. There arc two possible starting conditions:
(1) sharp edge or pointed body, where 0=0 and n=0, and

(2) stagnation poi_t, where U_=_--0.

In the case of a boundary layer starting from a stagnation

point, the initial value n_ of 'n is determined fi'orn the condi-

tion U,=0, U_==eonstant in equation (2.8). For two-
dimensional stagnation-point flow, the .Hartree pressure-

gradient parameter 3 is equal to 1.0. Since, for the Falkner-

Skan type flow considered, N -2(_-1) n, il_ is seen thal
t_

N=0 at a two-dimensional stagnation point. This fixes _.

at the values shown in figure 6, whieh were obtained from

figure 4. For axisymmetrie stagnation-point ttow over a

closed body, 5= _._(ref. 31), so that N_ =--2n_. The values of

n, for axially symmetric stagnation-point flow over a closed

body as obtained from figure 4 are als,. ',hewn in figm'e 6.

For the stagnation-point tlow over tl> ':,t lip of an open

axisymmetric body, n,p can be shov: .: have the two-
dimensional value.
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APPEND__X C

LINEAR METHOD FOR AXISYMMETRIC FLOW

i,,v ,_xisymmetric flows, the following equation, which is

., _i_,_l, nt to equalion (33), is obtained by application of thc

_i_:,.d,,_malicm of Nlangler (ref. 27):

_ '-!........4 (t"'_-'_ M'_-"
/,, r,, \7o.J -]?_-

t,

(C 1)

K : 3-_ .....l.,and

is the radius of l!le body-at, staimn

L (6't_

vp,.M_

In ev_dualing the coefficients A and B of the straight line

N = A -F B,.,. (31)

A may be chosen as 0.44 so that thc_ line (31) passes through

tile correct value of N st. n=0. The choice of H may be

made so th=_t tile line (31) goes through the I)oint where

N:: --2,_ in order W re'Itch the e(mditions a t. "__,_a xisymmetrie

In that event, B .... (_ _ +2). Forstagnation point.

achieving better p_greement with the (.urvc_ ,:ure 3 iu

certain ranges of pressure gradient, a ta.ng;,_:_ line 1o the

curve of N against n mqy b(, ('hosen as wm_ iudi('aled for

two-dimensional flow.

The t.hrec possil_le starting conditions are: (I) For a.

poini(,d body, 0=0, n=0. (2) For a stagun.tion point ou a

closed bo,ly, /../_==u,,=0 so lhat N----2,;. Values of '.._;, for

this axisymm(qric s|ag'nation point qre shown in tigure 5 and

indicnt(,d in i_tl)](, II for _=3_. (3) For .I. slagna.li(',rt point.

on the 1)hml lip of n.n open a.xisymmelric body, it. (.ml l)e

shown usi)lg the axisymmel.ri(, form of equation (28) (tuzt

N==0 so that ';;_ is that for two-dimensional flow.

APPENDIX D

INITIAL VARIATION OF CORRELATION NUMBEIi

I t is sometiines helpful to have an analytical expression for
the initial variation of correlation number as a cheek on

_tl(, mm_erieal calculations. The following expressions for

('%dxz,.0 are determined fl'om equation (28) :

• wo-mU_NSm_r r_OW

Sharp edge:

to
{dn.') (u_x'_ (C)_=o (D1)\(_,/,=0 ---0"44 \u_/,=o

Stagnation 1)oint (blunt body):

(d,,'_ _ ',% (_uL_' _ (D2)

• \_/,=o" 1+(___ ,.o\%,.]_ v

• nSYMmm'u,c vtow

For axisynlmetrie flow tile initial derivatives must be

vv,_}llated from tilt' following ('qut_,tion:

l,_ d /n 1,'\ ..,
)-_-, lyr-/=_v_r_, S_) (D3)

,, .._ \W_x/
.7.

Closed body.--
Pointed nose:

to=-°.
Stagnation point (blunt nose):

_ ,/dN\ \%1,, \ R_/,_d

Open body.--

Sharp lip :

(% (%
diiT/._:o....0.44\ ,*_I_:o ,,t,/,:o

Stagnation point (})lunl lip):

_2:< l
dc t:.-o ( dA_ \ R I'd
..., ._ 1+\712t ) LkU<_I'"

(D4)

f

(D5)

(DO)

(DT)


